ScN(001) 1×1 surfaces have been prepared by growing ScN on MgO(001) using radio frequency molecular beam epitaxy. In-situ ultra-high vacuum scanning tunneling spectroscopy indicates that the Fermi level at the surface lies slightly above the Sc 3d conduction band edge, which is attributed to a downward band bending at the surface. In-situ scanning tunneling microscopy is used to image the Sc and N atom sublattices. While only one atom (Sc) appears at small negative bias, both atoms (Sc and N) appear at certain positive sample biases due to the partially ionic nature of the bonding. Charge accumulation near ionized sub-surface donors is evident from the long range topographic distortions at the surface. The combination of tunneling spectroscopy and optical absorption results show that ScN has an indirect bandgap of 0.9 ± 0.1 eV and a direct transition at 2.15 eV.
I. INTRODUCTION
high as 1.00:0.83) approximately equals the flux ratio J Sc /J N during growth, but the rocksalt structure is maintained, resulting in growth with nitrogen vacancies. 7, 8 If the growth is under nitrogen rich conditions, N-vacancies are suppressed and the material is close to stoichiometric (1:1). 1×1 surface is imaged in STM and how that relates to the electronic structure.
In this paper, in-situ ultra-high vacuum (UHV) STM and scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) are combined with optical absorption spectroscopy to study the surface and bulk electronic structure of ScN(001), identify the surface atoms imaged in STM as a function of sample bias voltage. As well, we address the indirect bandgap issue.
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
ScN layers are grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on MgO(001), using a radio frequency (RF) plasma source for nitrogen and an effusion cell for scandium. Details of the MBE growth setup and substrate cleaning procedure are published elsewhere. 8, 18 ScN growth takes place with the substrate set at ∼ 800 • C and the base pressure of nitrogen and plasma source power set at 9 × 10 −6 torr and 500 Watts, respectively.
The growth starts when the scandium shutter is opened. Scandium (nitrogen) rich growth conditions occur when the Sc flux, J Sc , (N flux, J N ,) exceeds the N flux, J N (Sc flux, J Sc ).
7,8
The average scandium flux J Sc is determined by measuring the final film thickness using a thickness profilometer; from this, and by knowing the growth time and Sc atomic density in ScN, the Sc flux J Sc is calculated. The effective N flux is determined to be J N ∼ 3.6×10 14 cm −2 s −1 in our system for the stated conditions. 7, 8 The flux ratio (J Sc /J N ) can be adjusted by changing the scandium effusion cell temperature.
The growth is monitored in real time using RHEED. Following growth, samples are transferred under vacuum to the scanning tunneling microscope chamber for in-situ surface analysis. STM tips are prepared by electrochemical etching in a NaOH solution followed by dipping in H 2 O to remove residual hydroxides. After loading into the STM chamber, electron beam heating using a tip bias of +160 V and an emission current of ∼ 1.5 mA for a period of about 20 minutes is used to clean the tips prior to use.
After removing the sample from the chamber, the metal backing of the substrate is removed, leaving just the ScN film on the MgO (bandgap ∼ 8 eV) substrate. Optical analysis was performed using a Varian CARY UV-VIS-NIR two-beam photospectrometer with a wavelength range from 176 to 3300 nm. Transmission spectra were obtained by placing the sample directly in the beam while reflection data was acquired in a W-geometry, using an Al-mirror which was calibrated with the identical beam path and measurement settings as used for the reflection measurements. The overall uncertainty in the reflection and transmission spectra is less than 2% and is primarily due to sample positioning errors and diffuse scattering from the back surface of the MgO substrate.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Scanning Tunneling Microscopy of Ideal, Bulk-like ScN(001) 1×1
It is widely known that, in the case of covalent compound semiconductor surfaces, the anion is imaged at negative sample biases (filled states) while the cation is imaged at positive sample biases (empty states). This principle of atom selective imaging was demonstrated conclusively by Feenstra et al. in the case of the GaAs(110) surface. 31 Following this rule in the present case of ScN(001) 1×1, the majority band of states in the valence band (VB)
should be the N 2p states, while the majority band of states in the conduction band (CB)
should be the Sc 3d states. However, as has been shown by several recent theoretical works, since the bonding is partially ionic, there is a minority band of Sc 3d states in the VB and also a minority band of N 2p states in the CB. 6, 11, 29 For example, the N atoms have also some empty character, and the Sc atoms have also some filled character. Since for our sample the Fermi level is close the CB (as will be shown by the STS results), STM images are expected to show mainly the cations (Sc atoms) but possibly also the anions (N atoms).
We note that density functional calculations predict that the N atoms of this surface are buckled upward by ∼ 0.02Å compared to the Sc atoms, resulting in a relaxed but unreconstructed surface. 29, 30 However, 0.02Å is a small difference, and electronic effects may totally dominate geometrical effects in STM images. The proof of the chemical identification will therefore require the results of STS.
Bias Dependence of Sublattice Protrusions
Figure 1 shows STM images of the ScN(001) 1×1 surface grown under N-rich conditions as a function of sample bias voltage. All images belong to the same terrace, but not exactly the same area due to thermal drift effects.
As seen in Figs. 1(a)-1(h), the images are mainly composed of a square array of prominent protrusions which are clear at all displayed sample biases, from V S = -0.8 V to +0.6 V. The spacing of these protrusions is ∼ 3.2Å, corresponding to the spacing along [110] between atoms of the same type on a bulk-like ScN(001) 1×1 surface. The minimum observed step height between adjacent terraces was previously determined to agree with the ScN (001) interplanar spacing. 18 Upon crossing a single monolayer height step, the atomic rows shift by one-half the row spacing, as expected if the prominent atomic row directions are along 110 , as shown in Fig. 1(a) . It will be shown below that these most prominent protrusions correspond to the Sc atoms.
As V S increases above ∼ +0.3 V, Figs. 1(g) and 1(h), within the same image a second array of smaller protrusions begins to appear in addition to the primary protrusions. These smaller protrusions, mainly visible in Fig. 1 (h) at V S = +0.6 V, clearly correspond to the sublattice opposite to that of the prominent protrusions, and it will be shown below that these lesser protrusions correspond to the N atoms. At higher sample biases V S > +0.6 V, the atomic corrugation of the STM images (not shown) becomes increasingly weaker due to increased tip-sample separation.
At V S = -0.8 V, we observe the appearance of several bright spots in the STM image, denoted S, which are centered on the smaller protrusion sublattice (N) sites, as seen in Fig. 1(a); these localized features extend over approximately 4 neighboring prominent protrusion (Sc) sites. We have not seen these features at other sample biases. One possibility is that they are O or CO adsorbates which attach to the four neighboring Sc atoms. In Fig. 1(a) we count 6 S sites out of about 340 surface sublattice sites, so the coverage is ∼ 1.8%.
As seen in Fig. 2 , simultaneous dual-bias imaging was also performed on an identical surface area at bias voltages of V S = +0.1 V [ Fig. 2 
Charge Accumulation
It is also noticed in most of the images of 
32-34
It has been shown that for GaAs(110) surfaces that these LTD's, as they have been referred to, are due to the presence of either ionized dopant impurities within the top 5 or 6 atomic layers 33, 34 or to charged surface adsorbates. 32 Zheng et al. and Chao et al. even categorized the apparent brightness according to which subsurface layer the ionized dopant occupies.
33,34
In the present case of rocksalt ScN(001), also a non-polar, relaxed surface, we give a similar interpretation to the observed bright patches. It will be shown (below) from the spectroscopy measurements that the sample is highly n-type (4.8 × 10 18 cm −3 ). This high n-type conductivity is attributed to O N 's and/or nitrogen vacancies (V N 's), both of which can act as donors in ScN. 
B. Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy of ScN(001) Surfaces
In this section, the tunneling spectroscopy of ScN(001) surfaces acquired under UHV conditions is discussed, first for the N-rich case. This is followed by a discussion of dopant- proportional to the surface local density of states (LDOS), and here we calculate it following the method described by Feenstra. 36 The bar over the I/V indicates broadened I/V values are used to avoid divergences near the band edges. 36 The horizontal dashed lines in the NC-V panels indicate where NC equals zero and unity. All sets of spectra were acquired using tungsten tips with a fixed tip-sample separation for each spectrum. Graphs 3(a) and 4(a) are the results of averaging over 16 and 10 STS spectra, respectively. Figure 3 shows the I-V and NC-V curves for a stoichiometric ScN(001) surface grown under N-rich conditions having an atomically well-ordered surface structure similar to the ones shown in Figs. 1 and 2. In Fig. 3(a) , the current on the negative sample bias side slowly becomes more negative over a range of about one volt and then turns sharply down, whereas on the positive sample bias side it increases exponentially from near zero volts.
Tunneling Spectroscopy of Ideal, Bulk-like ScN(001) 1×1 Surface
Since positive sample bias corresponds to electrons tunneling into the sample, thus into the empty or conduction band (CB) states, the I-V behavior is consistent with a semiconductor where the Fermi level (E F ) is close to the CB. This indicates that the sample is highly n-type (n = 4.8×10 18 cm −3 , see optical absorption analysis, below), and it has important consequences for determining which atoms (Sc or N) are imaged in STM.
As seen in Fig. 3(b) , the NC is close to zero at its minimum (point A which occurs near V S = -0.1 V), which suggests that this surface is a semiconductor (Note: in absence of band bending this minimum would occur at E F ). As V S increases over the range -0.1 to +0.75 V [point A to point E], the NC increases approximately linearly with V S . Such linear behavior is in excellent agreement with bulk calculations which find a linearly increasing DOS with energy for the Sc 3d states in the lower part of the CB near the X point. 11 Also, surface calculations show the same linear behavior for the Sc 3d 1×1 surface LDOS. 29 Thus, the linear relation of the NC-V curve in the bias range from ∼ -0.1 V to +0.75 V is attributed to the Sc 3d states with the conduction band minimum (CBM) at the X-point 0.1 eV below
At the point E (V S = +0.7 V), there is another turn-on leading to the peak C 2 . We associate this peak with a Sc derived surface state (actually a surface resonance since it lies within the bulk CB). 15, 19, 27, 28 ; however, it is within the range of the predicted indirect gap for ScN (0.9−1.6 eV) 6, 11, 26 suggesting that the point B corresponds
to the theoretically predicted VBM at the Γ point. Below the B onset lies a peak at C 1 .
This peak can be interpreted as a N derived surface state (surface resonance). For Fig. 3 , the data range does not extend far enough to reach the onset of the VBM at the X point. concentration. However, since the material is high n-type, E F should lie close to the CB in the bulk, as indicated schematically in the inset of Fig. 3(a) . Moreover, the absorption spectrum (discussed below) indicates that the material is semiconducting, so the Fermi level should lie below the CB edge in the bulk. The STS spectroscopy on the other hand shows that E F at the surface is 100-300 meV above the CBM. This can be explained by a downward band bending at the surface.
A downward band bending in the vicinity of the bright LTD's seen in Fig. 1 is also expected. These LTD's, corresponding to electron accumulation, can be explained as due to a lowering of the band edge caused by the Coulomb field of the subsurface ionized donors, as was explained for the case of n-type GaAs(110). 33 We also find that the amount of band bending varies from spectrum to spectrum as it should since it depends on where on the surface the spectrum was acquired. We further note that observing the LTD's as raised features at both positive and negative sample biases is due to E F being inside the CB at the surface in the vicinity of those features. For either positive or negative sample bias, the greater band bending near the LTD regions results in a larger integrated LDOS compared to the surrounding area. For a constant current image, this results in the tip retracting slightly, causing the bright areas in Fig. 1 .
Identification of Sublattice Atoms for Ideal, Bulk-like ScN(001) 1×1 Surface
The STM image is determined by the integral over those states between E F and E F + e×(applied bias voltage). Since for the ideal 1×1 surface with high n-type doping there are Sc 3d states both above and below E F as has been shown, for any small sample bias either positive or negative, the tunneling current will contain a large contribution from the Sc 3d states. Even for bias voltages < -0.1 V, the tunneling current will still include the Sc 3d contribution, and only the dopant induced contribution begins to be added (states labeled D in Fig. 3 ). Thus, within the sample bias voltage range -0.8 to +0.6 V, the primary protrusions must be the Sc atoms. to appear for V S < -1.0 V. In our earlier paper, 18 we reported that only a small relative shift, much less than the expected a/2, was observed in dual bias images recorded at sample biases of +1.0 V and -1.0 V. This is now understood since the Sc 3d states are dominant for our n-type sample over the range -1.0 to +1.0 V.
Stampfl et al. also made simulated STM images for sample bias voltages of -2.0 V and +2.0 V, which showed N atoms and Sc atoms, respectively, but not both types of atoms at the same bias. They also found a surface gap using a screened-exchange LDA approach, with surface states outside the bulk gap. We cannot make direct comparison to their simulated images since we did not achieve atomic resolution images at such large magnitudes of voltage.
Tunneling Spectroscopy of N-deficient ScN(001) Surface
The N-deficient ScN(001) surface is prepared by growth under Sc-rich conditions. The resulting bulk structure is composed of a complete Sc sublattice but a N sublattice having V N 's in proportion to the excess Sc flux during growth. 8 The crystal structure remains rocksalt, and the bulk V N 's make the film highly n-type with carrier densities on the order The main advantage of doing tunneling spectroscopy on this surface is that, because of the Sc-rich (N-deficient) surface structure, the N derived surface state should be absent.
This may allow to isolate the bulk projected valence band states. Fig. 3(b) ]. The value of the NC at E F is close to unity, consistent with a metallic surface. The peak near V S = +0.7 V is attributed to a Sc derived surface peak.
The turn-on of states near the Fermi level indicates that the X point CB onset is near E F , as indicated in the band diagram shown in the inset of Fig. 4 . The valley of states between V S = 0 and -0.9 V is attributed to metallic or defect states within the bandgap. It can also be noticed that the N derived surface state peak C 1 seen for the stoichiometric surface [ Fig. 3(b) ] is absent for the N-deficient surface [ Fig. 4(b) ]. A band onset, consistent with the theoretically predicted VBM at the Γ-point, is observed at V S ∼ -0.95 V, and therefore, we find a bandgap E g of ∼ 0.95 eV. Another band onset, consistent with the theoretically predicted VBM at the X point, is observed near V S ∼ -2.2 V. With the CBM near 0 V, the energy difference between the onset and the CBM is consistent with reported values for the direct transition at the X point in the range 2.1-2.4 eV and in excellent agreement with our own measured value of 2.15 eV.
8,9,15,19,27-30
C. Optical Absorption Measurement
The primary goal of the optical measurements presented here is to find evidence for the indirect gap of ScN, predicted to be between 0.9 and 1.6 eV. 6, 11, 26 This has not been attempted previously primarily because the optical absorption due to an indirect transition is several orders of magnitudes smaller than that of the direct transition and it is therefore hard to observe experimentally. In order to increase the measurement accuracy in the present investigation, in particular in the low-absorption wavelength range, we have grown a rather thick epitaxial ScN layer on MgO(001) with a thickness of 2.5 µm. Fig. 5(a) shows the measured transmission T(hν) and reflection R(hν) spectra in the energy range from 0.38 to 3 eV. The oscillation in the spectra are interference fringes due to multiple reflections from the layer surface and the layer-substrate interface and indicate considerable transparency in the interval between 0.5 and 2 eV. This is perfectly consistent with the transmission data, showing a steep increase of T(hν) around 0.5 eV and a steep decrease around 2 eV, which can be accounted for by the free carrier absorption at hν < 0.5 eV and direct interband transitions with an onset energy of 2.15 eV, respectively. 8 The reflectivity increases slightly as a function of photon energy in the transparent wavelength range and exhibits a broad peak around 2.2 eV. This is due to a small increase in the refractive index below the direct bandgap and a resonance just above the onset of interband transitions, as expected from basic oscillator theory and in agreement with previously reported optical properties of ScN.
11
The transmission and reflection spectra were fit simultaneously using an iterative proce-dure which accounts for an infinite set of multiple reflections on layer surface, layer-substrate interface, and substrate back-surface. The optical properties of the MgO substrate were taken from Handbook of Optical Constants of Solids II. 38 Good convergence of the fit was achieved by calculating the reflection coefficients in the transparent range, 0.4 -2.1 eV, without accounting for the extinction coefficient k. That is, during the iterative fitting procedure the reflection coefficients at the surfaces and interfaces were calculated using a constant k = 0, while a variable k ≥ 0 was used to calculate the absorption within the layer. With this approach, the extinction coefficient and consequently also the absorption coefficient are determined solely from the intensity loss during the travel of the light through the bulk of the layer and are only to second order affected by possible surface irregularities including surface roughness or oxides. This method adds a small error of less than 0.5% to the determination of the absorption coefficient in the transparent region (hν < 2 eV), but removes all possible systematic errors due to a wrong treatment of surface effects. The fit provides values for the refractive index of ScN in the transparent range of n= 2.7-2.9, in good agreement with the previously reported range from 2.6 to 2.8. cm −1 indicating the high crystalline quality of the samples used in our study. 8, 11, 24, 27 More importantly, by acquiring optical transmission data from a rather thick layer, as described above, the accuracy of the present data in the low-absorption regime is considerably higher.
The absorption in the low photon energy range (hν < 0.5 eV) is primarily due to intraband transitions, i.e. absorption from free carriers in the conduction band. The optical properties in this energy range can be described by the Drude model, providing the following expression for the complex dielectric function ε(ω):
as the core electrons. The dashed line in Fig. 5(b) is obtained by fitting the experimental data for hν < 0.75 eV with the expression in Eq. (1). The fit provides a value for plasma frequency of 2.9× 10 14 s −1 , which can be used to determine the free carrier concentration N using 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
It has been experimentally shown that both atoms, Sc and N, of ScN(001) grown smoothly under N-rich conditions are resolved using STM. Based on scanning tunneling spectroscopy results, it is determined that the most prominent atom observed at low bias voltages (both positive and negative) for highly n-type ScN(001) 1×1 is the Sc atom due to the Fermi level at the surface being inside the Sc 3d band. The N atom also appears at positive sample biases due to a minority band of N 2p states in the CB. We also observe long range topographic distortions at the surface which are attributed to the effect of charge accumulation around sub-surface positively ionized dopants. 
